Abstract-Typhoon inflicts terrible damage due to thunderstorms, violent winds, torrential rain, flooding and extreme high tides. Improving the early typhoon forecast capability is important for the disaster prevention. In recent years, many scholars have made efforts in typhoon center location, typhoon intensity estimation and moving path prediction from the satellite images. Moreover, it may be useful to transfer the useful information of typhoon to the audience in a low bandwidth environment. In this paper, we proposed a novel approach that partitions the satellite cloud image into slices to extract typhoon features. Then we used morphology operations and statistical image classification methods to locate the center and the contour of the typhoon. In addition, we applied the vector quantization method to encode typhoon satellite images owing to its fast image reconstruction capability in different resolutions and regions of interest. The infrared satellite images of 71 typhoons from mature period to decaying period occurred between 1995 and 2006 are tested in this paper. We used the proposed method to recognize, locate and reconstruct typhoon images from these collected satellite cloud images. Experimental results show that the main body of a typhoon image can be segmented effectively from the infrared satellite cloud image with complex background and reconstructed in regions of interest and resolution required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Enhancing the early typhoon forecast capability would be the key factor in the disaster prevention and the influence reduction of a typhoon. The information of the peripheral clouds of the typhoon center is a significant indicator of power estimation and moving path forecast for the typhoon forecast. One of the most widely accepted techniques for estimating tropical cyclone intensity and speed based on satellite images is the Dvorak technique [1] , which assigns a wind intensity value based on the size, shape, and vortex of the dense cloud shield adjacent to the center of the storm. From this theory, each tropical cyclone goes through a life cycle, named genesis, mature and decaying, that may be classified by its significant features from the visible images. Many recently developed techniques for locating typhoon based on satellite images were almost developed based on the Dvorak tropical cyclone template [2] - [3] . However, the pattern matching scheme under this architecture is inherently complex in computation. Up to now, this job to locate typhoon in the infrared cloud images is almost done by well-trained meteorologists.
In recent years, considerable concern has arisen over the typhoon recognition and location from the image processing techniques. Many scholars presented their efforts in finding out the best combination of various significant typhoon features from satellite cloud images to recognize typhoons from satellite images [4] - [13] . The major preoccupations of typhoon recognition method are the successive motion vectors and the motion rotation features of the peripheral cloud of visible time series typhoon satellite images [4] , [6] - [8] , [10] - [12] . These studies have now given us useful information on locating the center of a typhoon. Moreover, the image processing technology and morphology operations are helpful to extract useful features from nephograms [4] - [6] , [9] , [11] , [13] - [14] . Because of the strong relationship between typhoon recognition method and cloud movement information, the features of overall motion patterns and peripheral cloud patterns of typhoons are widely used for typhoon recognition.
While considerable attention has been paid in the past to study issues related to recognition and location typhoon in the satellite cloud image, issues on how to feedback to the general public is not being well addressed. Although a paucity of studies can give us useful visible information from the results of typhoon location and recognition, one of the most important steps after typhoon location would be to let the general public obtain the valuable information of typhoon conveniently [15] .
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach that partitions the satellite cloud image into slices and used morphology operations and image classification methods to automatically locate the center of the typhoon with eyes or without eyes. The contour of typhoon image with peripheral clouds was also segmented effectively from the infrared satellite cloud image with complex background. Finally, we reconstructed the typhoon image with peripheral clouds in regions of interest and resolutions required using the vector quantization technique. This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces several pre-processing methodologies, including filtering, smoothing and segmentation on satellite cloud images and the framework of our proposed feature extracting method. Section III presents the proposed typhoon image reconstruction method. Section IV gives experimental results of our proposed typhoon locating method to recognize and locate typhoons with eyes or without eyes occurred in recent years. Some reconstructed typhoon images are also shown in this section. In Section V, conclusion and future work are given.
II. THE TYPHOON LOCATION METHOD
In this paper, we used typhoon and hurricane satellite cloud images from the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan (http://www.cwb.gov.tw/) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the United States (http://www.goes.noaa.gov). The collected data include 24 hours continuous images, with one picture per hour sampling frequency.
A. Image Luminance Scaling
In the infrared satellite image, the cloud temperature is represented by gray-level value. Satellite cloud images received are transferred into 256 (0-255) level of grayscale digital images. Fig. 1(a) shows an original satellite image. Due to the effect of image compression, the satellite images from different years, sessions or database might have different luminance. Therefore, the luminance scaling of the satellite images is necessary before typhoon recognition stage. A luminance scaling method is used to adjust the gray-scale value of the image. The purpose of this method is to linearly scale the pixel value such that the largest gray-scale value of the image is mapped to 255. After the scaling processing, image luminance is normalized. Given P be the original satellite image and S the image after performing the luminance scaling. Luminance scaling function is defined as 255 max( )
where P i is the pixel value of the original satellite image. Fig. 1(b) is an example after luminance scaling.
B. Erosion and Region Growing
Usually, there are scattering clouds and latitude and longitude lines in the satellite image. Image binarization processing and mathematical morphology erosion operation are applied to reduce these noises. Given A the satellite image after binarization, and B the structuring element, and the erosion of set A by set B is a set of all points x such that B translated by x is still contained in A. The mathematical definition of erosion is defined as,
After the erosion process, the satellite image may still have some scattered clouds. In order to construct the connected region and eliminate the scattered portions, the region growing technique is applied. In this paper, we used 8-connectivity region growing to find each connected region. The 8-connectivity is defined as
where p is the seed point with the coordinate (x, y). A set of pixels in an image which are all connected to each other is called the connected component. After the region growing, the small fractal regions can be eliminated because most typhoon regions are larger than a threshold, a 30×30 pixels region according to the resolution of the satellite image used in this research. The results of image erosion and region growing in a binary satellite cloud image are shown in Fig. 2 and 3.
C. Typhoon Candidate Segmentation
We applied a typhoon candidate segmentation method to segment out the possible typhoon cloud regions in a satellite image [6] . The typhoon cloud is generally rotating circularly with respect to the typhoon center. When the typhoon cloud and other types of cloud are mixed together, the largest circular cloud region may include the main body of the typhoon. And we try to use these typhoon structure characteristics to segment the typhoon candidate region. After the region growing operation, we firstly find out the centre C of mass in each cloud region R, and then gradually increase the radius until the edge of the circle touches the edge of the cloud region R. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , let point C be the center of mass of region R, the radius extends from point C to the nearest edge of region R. The largest circle region R' would be obtained as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The circle region R' obtained from the region R will be adopted to replace original region R as typhoon candidate region.
D. Image Slicing
The slicing of satellite images was implemented through choosing the threshold of the image grayness from K l to K u . Because most of gray-scale values of typhoon cloud images are greater than 175, we set K l as 176 and K u as 255 to extract the significant features from typhoon cloud candidates in the original satellite image. The satellite image is sliced in equidistance of 10 in grayscale value. Then we can obtain slices S i , i = 1, 2, …, 8, as shown in Fig. 5 .
E. Typhoon Feature Extraction and Typhoon Recognition
After the slicing processing, eight slices S i , i = 1, 2, …, 8, are obtained. The typhoon cloud structures are much more tightly and concentrated than other types of cloud in each slice. Each typhoon cloud candidate R' with the center point C, is divided into four quadrants by the x-and y-axes with origin at point C. The regression line in each quadrant of candidate typhoon cloud region was calculated as follows,
Here, 1 b and 0 b are the slope and the offset of the regression lines, respectively, and the x i and y i are the regression lines of the x and y coordinates of the ith point respectively. All points in four quadrants are calculated in order to get one regression line for each quadrant. If the slopes of the first and third quadrants are negative and the slopes of the second and forth quadrants are positive, we will say that this slice has the typhoon feature.
A weighting is defined for each slice. 
where t i is the number of typhoon cloud candidates which have typhoon features, and nt i is the number candidates which have no typhoon features. After obtaining the weighting of each slice, the weighted slice method is defined as 
where T k is weighted feature values of the kth typhoon cloud candidate. Here, s ki = 1 if the kth typhoon candidate in the ithe slice has typhoon cloud features, and 0 otherwise. w i is the weighting for the ith slice. Each typhoon cloud candidate which has the weighting sum greater than the threshold will be recognized as that there is a typhoon in this region. The threshold is set to 1.34 from the experiments of our collected satellite cloud images.
III. TYPHOON IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
In this section, the procedure of the codebook generation and the method of typhoon image reconstruction are presented. 
A. Typhoon Image Encoding using Vector Quantization
Vector Quantization is a very efficient compression technique. Figure 6 shows the typhoon image encoding procedure using vector quantization. Firstly, the image is divided into blocks. In this paper, the block size is set to 8×8 pixels. Each 8×8 pixels block is rearranged as a 64-dimensional input vector. The closest codevector for the input vector corresponding to the codebook is obtained from table lookup. In the codebook design phase, we use 738 satellite cloud images as the training set and used the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm to obtain the most representative codevectors to form the codebook.
B. Image Division and Block Expanding
After binarization procedure mentioned in Section II.B, the resulting image is an image whose pixels have only two possible values. They are normally displayed as black and white. Those 8×8 blocks which include more than one white pixel are extracted from the original image. Here, each block is an image with 8×8 pixels. In addition, the coordinate G i (x, y) of the 8×8 block would be stored at the same time, where G i is the stored block. Then the block will be reorganized as an 1×64 vector according to row-major order.
C. Minimal Square Euclidean Distance Computation
The codebook used in vector quantization is a set of representative image blocks. These representative image blocks in a codebook are called codevectors, noted as V i , i = 1, 2, 3, …, m. In order to find the most appropriate codevector for the input vector, we calculate the square of the Euclidean distance (SED) between the input vector and each vector in the codebook.
Given two L-dimensional input vectors
In this paper, m = 128 and L = 64 are used. Next, we used the index p i of the codeword V i to the substitute G i . Lastly, all image blocks, G 1 , G 2 , …, G r , where r is the total number of blocks, are transferred into indices p 1 , p 2 , …, p r . The coordinate of each block will also be recorded in addition to the index to the codebook.
D. Typhoon Image Encoding
The receiver of a vector quantization system received block indexes and coordinates through data transmission channel as shown in Fig. 7 . The block index is used to find the vector from the codebook. The block corresponding to the index is replaced by the vector retrieved from the codebook. And all codevectors are transformed from vector to block form. Finally, the satellite image containing only the typhoon region could be reconstructed. The latitudes, longitudes and continental contour in the encoding process were omitted. An image with the latitude and longitude lines and continental contour were used as the base image in the reconstruction process.
E. Reconstruction of Typhoon Image with Surrounded Cloud and Demanded Region
The device receiving the reconstructed images may have limited communication bandwidth. Moreover, the user may only have interest in a specific region where the typhoon occurred. Our proposed typhoon image reconstruction method can provide three choices of selected regions depending on the user's requests. The first one is limited to the typhoon's radius. The second choice includes the typhoon and its surrounding clouds. The third one is to select by a specific region with surrounding clouds. The second and third choices used the region growing method mentioned in Section II.B to find the connected regions in the satellite cloud image.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we collected typhoon and hurricane infrared satellite images from the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the United States. The database includes 24 hours continuous images with one picture per hour sampling frequency from 1995 to 2006. The infrared satellite image is a 256-gray-scale digital image in JEPG formant. The gray-scale value of the image is set as the inverse proportional to the cloud temperature. In the testing database, we collected 959 images from 71 typhoons, and each typhoon has a series of infrared satellite images from the mature period to the decaying period.
After applying the image processing and mathematic morphology techniques mentioned in Sections II and III, the features extract from slices of typhoon cloud images can be used to locate typhoons and reconstruct typhoon images. The main typhoon locating and image reconstructing procedures are stated as follows. 
1)
Satellite image luminance scaling.
2)
Satellite image binarization.
3)
Satellite image erosion.
4)
Region growing.
5)
Typhoon candidate segmentation.
6)
Feature extraction from slices of typhoon cloud images. 7)
Typhoon locating.
8)
Typhoon region selection. 9)
Typhoon image reconstruction. Fig. 8 shows the procedures of our proposed method.
The total number of images of the training set is 738, and the testing set includes 221 images. The recognition rate is 82%. And the experimental recognition results are helpful to our typhoon image reconstruction processes.
The proposed method simplifies the feature representation of typhoon. Comparing to some complex locating method, two of our important goals are to locate typhoon without high definition satellite images and high computational complexity. Moreover, we hope to use the proposed method to locate typhoons fast and precisely.
The experimental results applying our proposed method for locating various types of typhoons are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig 9(a) and 9(b) are two typhoons with significant eyes in the center. It is easy to locate typhoons in the mature period even though there are some other blocks of clouds appearing in the same satellite images. Additionally, some large chunks of clouds sometimes appear close to the region of the typhoon cloud formations, as shown in Fig. 9 (c) and 9(d). The typhoon can be correctly recognized by the features extracting from slices of satellite cloud images. In a special case, as shown in Fig. 9(c) , there are two typhoons occurred in the same satellite image. These two typhoons can also be recognized and located using our proposed method. In the decaying period of the typhoon life cycle, it is hard to locate typhoon from the satellite cloud images owing to the unobvious wind movement vector and sprawl visible cloud direction. However, the features extracting from slices of the typhoon satellite images can surmount this obstacle that only mathematical morphology operations are hard to achieve. Fig. 9 (e) and 9(f) show the locating results of two delaying typhoons.
Our proposed typhoon locating method can be used to track the path of typhoon with a serious of cloud images automatically. Fig. 10 shows the tracking path of a typhoon up to the decaying stage of the typhoon. Figure 11 shows the reconstruction of typhoon image with the typhoon's radius. Fig. 12 shows the reconstruction of typhoon image with a typhoon and the surrounding clouds. And Fig. 13 shows the reconstruction of typhoon image with a selected region and the surrounding clouds.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FEATURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed a method to effectively recognize, locate typhoons and reconstruct typhoon images from the satellite image database. In typhoon recognition, the proposed method achieved 82% accuracy recognizing rate using the morphology operations and statistical image classification methods. In the image compression, the vector quantization technique is used. And the LBG vector quantization algorithm was implemented for the typhoon image reconstruction. Our typhoon image reconstruction method is mainly focused on the requirement of a mobile device which may have smaller memory or be in a low bandwidth transmission environment. We hope to help the user to get the useful typhoon information from the reconstructed typhoon image easily.
The features from slices reflect the innate characteristics that the wind of typhoon is rotating around it's center. Comparing with other typhoon locating methods based on the visible characteristics, such as, eyed section, obdurate cloud wall, spiral cloud belt, and rotation features, our proposed method could identify the typhoon clouds easily and fast without complex computing. More accurate and faster typhoon locating method will helpful to locate series of typhoon satellite images in order to track the path of a typhoon in continuous images. According to our experimental results, we can locate typhoon precisely even the typhoon without eye and at the beginning gesture or final decaying stage. Therefore, the typhoon locating method presented in this paper can be applied to recognize and locate typhoons in different types and at different stages of development.
We also found out some other distinctive features from slices of typhoon satellite cloud images, especially the rotation feature of wind movement vector. Combining the typhoon features extracting from slices of satellite cloud images is proven to be an effective method to locate typhoons. Additional research focusing on these aspects would be of great interest and value to extract the features of weather condition from satellite images based on MPEG-7 descriptors. And the descriptors will be stored in the XML document form for easy interpretation among different operation environments. The fusion data of different sources of climate information should prove quite beneficial to recognize and locate typhoons..
